
Q1. What is the square root   
of 3778?

a. About 60

b. 61.465437442517235  Obviously.

c. A square root is an uncool carrot.

Q2. Name the fi ve largest moons 
of Uranus.

a. TinkyWinky, Dipsy, Lala, Po   
 and NooNoo

b. Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania  
 and Oberon – names which   
 were inspired by the works of  
 Shakespeare and Alexander Pope.

c. My dad says Uranus only gets  
 moons if you strain.

Q3. Look at these groups of letters 
and numbers and decide what 
comes next:

HA99OCK  HAD99CK  HADD99K 

a. Can I play Minecraft?

b. HADDO99. The fi gure 99 is   
 tracking in a mathematical   
 sequence across the word   
 ‘haddock’. A haddock is a
 North Atlantic fi sh – Latin name  
 melanogrammus aeglefi nus –   
 similar to the cod which is a   
 popular food in the UK, especially  
 with fried potato chips. Stop  
 looking at me like that. It’s most  
 commonly found at depths of 
 40 to 133 metres. Look – there’s  
 no need to start kicking me.   
 Haddock feed on small   
 invertebrates. Seriously. OW!

c. An ice cream HEADAKE.

Q4. You have six cats. What do 
you get if you take away one 
cat, then add three, then take 
away four and then multiply that 
number of cats by 17?

a. 68 cats. YES!!!

b. It depends. Are they Schrodinger’s  
 Cats? In which case there may  
 be 68 or none at all, depending  
 upon the reality in question and  
 whether a dead cat represents the  

 same value as a live one. Please  
 see my quantum mechanics   
 thesis for further discussion. 

c. A visit from the RSCPA.

Q5. Your friend has a bag of 
sweets and decides to share them 
with you. He has 73 sweets and 
will only give you a prime number 
which is less than a third of the 
total amount. How many sweets 
will you receive?

a. All of them. I am bigger than him.

b. None. Although he might try to  
 press 23 upon me, I will resist  
 as sugar triggers a decline in   
 synaptic activity in the brain,   
 impairing intelligence. If he   
 insists on trying to poison me  
 I will take legal action.

c. My friend doesn’t have sweets.  
 And nobody else can see him…
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MOSTLY As

You are not a child genius. But 
at least you’ve got 23 sweets and 
68 cats.

MOSTLY Bs

You are probably a child genius. 
Get yourself a bow tie, some very 
thick lensed glasses and a knitted 
tank top. You don’t need any of 
these to be a child genius but 
most people won’t believe you if 
you don’t wear them.

MOSTLY Cs

You are not a genius. But you 
are highly likely to become a 
children’s author.

Are you a Child GENIUS?

NOW TOT UP YOUR SCORE AND GET THE RESULTS!

Want 
to share the cleverest thing you’ve ever 

done? Email ali@alisparkes.com

Ever had a sneaking suspicion that you are 
BRILLIANT? Always leaving your school mates 
in the dust at tests? Wondering why you’ve 
been hung up on the coat pegs AGAIN?

Yup. You’re probably a genius. Not sure? Take this test…  

www.alisparkes.com


